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ABSTRACT 

An unsteady discharge wave routing model for the Colorado River through 

Grand Canyon was modified to include variability in channel geometric and hydraulic 

properties. First, a classification scheme was devised to facilitate division of the riparian 

corridor into eight subreaches of geomorphic similarity. Channel variability was character

ized by averaging geometric and hydraulic properties over the length of each subreach. The 

subreaches were then treated as separate modules through which three different discharge 

patterns were routed and model results compared with results from the unmodified model 

relative to United States Geological Survey stream gaging station records. The new model 

exhibited some increased accuracy in the timing and magnitude of discharge waves as well 

as wave shape. Model results were also found to be particularly sensitive to the friction co

efficient used--a variable parameter designed to incorporate the effects of channel variabil

ity on the flow. Results also show that a more detailed understanding and characterization 

of the friction coefficient used within the model would lead to greater overall improve

ments in discharge predictions at particular points. The results of this study should serve as 

well to assist researchers pursuing similar studies in planning the types and amounts of field 

data to be collected, in order to optimize available research funding. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The natural flow of the Colorado River is interrupted by Glen Canyon Dam, lo

cated upstream from the entrance to Grand Canyon National Park in northern Arizona (fig

ure 1). Since closure of the dam in 1963, concerns have been mounting that large daily 

fluctuations in flow releases, tied to hydroelectric power generation, are degrading the 

quality of the downstream riparian corridor. The releases of clear, relatively cold water are 

in stark contrast to the river's previous natural state, characterized by high suspended sed

iment loads and flows that varied on seasonal, rather than daily, time scales. This contrast 

is thought to be at the heart of many environmental concerns, including the loss of native 

fish habitat and degradation in the suitability of camping beaches for recreational use. To 

this end, the United States Department of Interior has requested an environmental impact 

statement from the Bureau of Reclamation to address these concerns. The Bureau has, in 

tum, commissioned various related studies from the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS). Among these studies, the USGS has developed mathematical flow and sediment 

transport models designed to assess the impact of various flow alternatives on the down

stream environment (Smith and Wiele, unpublished; Wiele and Smith, in press). The goal 

of USGS studies is to develop physically-based models capable of yielding consistent and 

reliable estimates of discharge and sediment transport. Models have been constructed and 

are being refined that attempt to model daily hydrographs produced by releases from Glen 

Canyon Dam for power generation. Typical diurnal discharge patterns may range from 225 

m3/s (8,800 ft3/s) to 400 m3/s (15,000 ft3/s) or greater. The agencies involved expect that 

these models can then be used to evaluate various flow regulation scenarios for the purpose 

of managing the resources of the riparian environment through the appropriate regulation 

of dam releases. 

USGS researchers have developed a one-dimensional, unsteady flow routing 
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model for the Colorado River through Grand Canyon (Wiele and Smith, in press). This 

model is being used to predict discharge at a point given mainstem discharge at Lee's Ferry 

plus constant tributary inputs (Griffin and Wiele, in review). In turn, the output of this mod

el has been coupled to a sediment transport algorithm to predict the movement of sand 

throughout the system, although this is not directly addressed in the current study. In its 

present form, the model uses values for key hydraulic parameters averaged over the entire 

225 mile reach of interest, from Lee's Ferry to Diamond Creek. This includes a single cross 

sectional geometry, energy gradient and roughness parameter. As it stands, the model pro

duces acceptable estimates of discharge at some locations, but in others of concern to sed

iment transport modelers, the uncertainty in prediction accuracy is unacceptably high, on 

the order of ten percent or more. For most flow routing efforts, errors in discharge predic

tions of ten percent would be readily tolerated. However, accurate sediment transport mod

eling demands much lower errors in discharge predictions, which has driven research 

efforts toward more accurate flow routing, the present study included. 

This study is concerned with assessing the relative accuracy of discharge pre

dictions for the model currently in use versus a modified version of it, developed within this 

study. The most important modification is the classification and delineation of subreaches 

of geomorphic similarity and the inclusion of the varied geometric and hydraulic properties 

of the subreaches into the model, which does not account for the effects of channel vari

ability on flow routing. 

1.2 Location and Physical Setting 

The region under study is within the Colorado Plateau of northern Arizona. 

More specifically, this report is concerned with the riparian corridor of the Colorado River 

through Marble and Grand Canyons, from Lee's Ferry, Arizona at river mile (RM) 0 to Di

amond Creek at RM 2251 (figure 1). Lee's Ferry is approximately fifteen river miles down-
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stream from Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Powell, and Diamond Creek is about ninety river 

miles upstream from Hoover Dam, which forms Lake Mead. 

1.3 Previous Work 

In order to obtain accurate, reliable estimates of sediment transport, an accurate 

knowledge of boundary shear stress and velocity fields must also be determined. For these, 

an accurate estimate of discharge at a point is required. To that end, researchers with the 

USGS have developed a one-dimensional, unsteady, kinematic wave flow routing model 

for the Colorado River through Marble and Grand Canyons (Wiele and Smith, in press), 

. which is the basic model employed in this study. 

Similar studies, prior to work done by these researchers, were carried out by 

others. Orvis and Randle (1986) developed STARS, the Sediment Transport and River 

Simulation model. STARS is a quasi two-dimensional, steady flow model of sediment 

transport using streamtubes to account for cross-channel variability. STARS is coupled to 

an unsteady flow routing model that computes a water surf ace profile using the energy 

equation. Manning's equation is used to compute the friction slope and the practitioner 

must rely on experience and judgement in choosing a constant Manning's roughness pa-

rameter for the reach being modeled. 

Randle and Pemberton (1987) applied the STARS model to the Colorado River 

in Grand Canyon, using the Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR) 

model developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and applied to the Colorado River 

by Lazenby (1987), to route inflow hydrographs. SSARR is a three parameter, unsteady 

flow routing model that is calibrated to stream gaging station records. The three parameters 

allowed to vary are the number of routing phases (subreaches), time of storage in each 

1. The use of river miles (RM) has come to mean as much a location as a distance in the lexicon of 

the Colorado River and will be used as both throughout this report as designated by Stevens (1983). 
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phase and a Manning's roughness coefficient. The user can change these parameters from 

station to station, but they remain constant between calibration points. Lazenby divided the 

river into five subreaches, based on the location of USGS stream gaging stations and, by 

trial and error, calibrated the flow model to gaging station records. Assuming constant 

Manning's roughness values of 0.2 or 0.3, SSARR tended to underpredict peak discharge 

by 1100 cubic feet per second or more and overpredict trough discharge by several hundred 

cubic feet per second or more, which translates into errors in stage of approximately 0.5 

feet. Additionally, the arrival time of peak discharge predicted by the model was consis

tently more than an hour later than the measured peak discharge and the arrival of trough 

discharge was predicted to be about an hour sooner than the actual arrival time. Lazenby 

(1987) stated the major shortcomings of SSARR to be its assumption of constant wave trav

el times regardless of discharge, its tendency to accumulate errors from station to station 

and its inability to give computed discharges at locations other than calibration points. 

In using SSARR within the STARS model, Randle and Pemberton chose a con

stant Manning's n value of 0.035, but SSARR still produced relatively large errors in dis

charge and wave arrival times. Furthermore, Burkham ( 1987), in a review of these results, 

found that the errors in discharge from Lazenby's model magnified by a factor of four, sed

iment transport predicted by the STARS model. This further demonstrates the high degree 

of accuracy in flow routing needed for accurate sediment transport modeling. 

The failure of previous models to yield predictions of discharge with acceptable 

accuracy prompted the development of the Wiele and Smith unsteady flow routing model 

(Wiele and Smith, in press). Their model differs significantly from those before it in several 

ways. First, it solves a combined form of the continuity and momentum equations, scaling 

out nonlinear terms by examining average values of channel characteristics. Second, cali

brated coefficients were eliminated by developing a model based on the physics of flow. A 

significant difference between this model and others is the use of a physically-based, stage-
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dependent, variable friction coefficient, rather than relying on estimates of a constant Man

ning's n value or similar coefficients that depend heavily on operator experience and intu

ition, rather than true physical measures. The result is an unsteady, kinematic wave flow 

routing model that can be applied over variable reach lengths unconstrained by the location 

of calibration points and which can produce a discharge hydro graph at any point of interest. 

1.3.1 Choice of Flow Routing Model Type 

Wiele and Smith (in press) state explicitly the logic behind their choice and for

mulation of a kinematic wave-type flow routing model over the possible alternatives. How

ever, for clarification in the context of the present study, a brief discussion justifying the 

choice of model, with consideration of the alternatives, is included. 

Two broad classes of routing models exist: hydrologic routing models and hy

draulic routing models. Hydrologic routing uses the continuity equation, along with an an

alytic or assumed relation between storage and discharge, to route the flow. Commonly 

applied hydrologic routing models include the Muskingum method and various methods of 

graphical integration of hydrographs. Hydraulic routing uses both the continuity equation 

and the momentum equation to describe the dynamics of unsteady, open-channel flow 

through partial differential equations, which may be extended to three-dimensional space. 

Commonly used hydraulic models include the diffusion model and the kinematic wave 

model. 

Hydraulic routing is generally believed to more adequately describe the dynam

ics of flow in open channels than hydro logic routing because unsteady flow, channel ge

ometry, and energy losses associated with channel expansions, contractions and bed 

roughness variations are explicitly contained in the equations of flow, rather than in cali

brated coefficients. Because of this more accurate representation, a hydraulic routing model 

was chosen by Smith and Wiele (the model used within this study as well) over hydrologic 
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models. However, closed form solutions do not exist for the complete form of the hydraulic 

routing equations--the St. Venant equations of the conservation of momentum and of mass. 

Therefore, choosing this type of formulation greatly increases computational complexity · 

and usually demands, not only specific simplifying assumptions, but also the use of numer-

ical integration techniques practicable only through the use of high-speed computers. 

The one-dimensional St. Venant equation of conservation of mass, excluding 

lateral inflow, may be expressed as 

aA + aQ = 0 at ax (1) 

and the equation of conservation of momentum as 

(2) 

where Sf is the friction slope, S0 is the bed slope, y is depth of flow, vis cross 

sectional velocity, A is cross sectional area, Q is discharge, x is the stream wise coordinate, 

t is time and g is the gravitational constant. 

A number of simplifications to the St. Venant equations can be assumed in order 

to ease computational complexity and each assumption has its advantages and disadvantag

es. Two simplifications widely applied in practice result in the diffusion or noninertia mod-

el and the kinematic wave model. 

The diffusion model assumes that the inertia terms in the momentum equation 

are negligible compared to the effects of the friction and gravity terms, reducing (2) to 
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ay 
-= S -S1 (3) ax O 

If discharge and stage fluctuations are small over the period of time being mod

eled, the diffusion model can be used to route the flow. Wiele and Smith (in press) found 

that, due to the large daily fluctuations in discharge characteristic of normal operation of 

Glen Canyon Dam, the diffusion model assumptions led to large errors in discharge predic-

tions. 

Considering the complete form of the momentum equation, Wiele and Smith (in 

press) examined the magnitude of the unsteady term and the term expressing the additional 

slope induced by the wave, by considering their average values. They found that, over a 

single wave period, changes in stage and cross sectional velocity were small and that inclu-

sion of these terms into the momentum equation resulted in no more than a one percent cor-

rection. However, as the wave progresses downstream, the instantaneous value of these 

terms increases and steepening of the wave causes fluctuations in stage of a meter or more. 

By retaining the slope term, as much as a ten percent correction is realized. Therefore, they 

chose to ignore the unsteady term and retain the slope term in their formulation, which re-

sults in the momentum equation taking the kinematic wave form 

The first definition of kinematic waves for one-dimensional flow systems was 

given by Lighthill and Whitham (1955), who defined a kinematic wave to exist if there is 

a functional relationship between discharge, stage and location of the wave along a stream-
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wise coordinate system, with the wave possessing one velocity at each point on the wave. 

Furthermore, Lighthill and Whitham (1955), through the conservation of mass equation, 

showed that kinematic waves exhibit changes in shape due to changes in amplitude only 

and that the speed of the wave depends on the discharge. These conditions were found to 

hold for the Colorado River discharge waves being modeled by Wiele and Smith (in press), 

as described above, which led to their appropriate choice of a kinematic wave model. 

The kinematic wave model of flow in rivers has developed from the work of 

Lighthill and Whitham (1955) and in its contemporary formulation, assumes that the ener

gy gradient can be approximated by the bed slope (Bedient and Huber, 1992), that is 

Given the relatively long reaches being modeled, the length of the discharge 

wave (which tends to spread out as it moves downstream) relative to channel spatial vari

ability and the minor corrections to discharge predictions by including the additional slope 

term, Wiele and Smith (in press) concluded that discharge could be modeled as a kinematic 

wave. At this point, Wiele and Smith (in press) could have applied a simple uniform flow 

equation, such as the Manning or Chezy equation, to model the discharge waves. Instead, 

in keeping with the hydraulic modeling approach, they chose to develop a model whose 

mathematical formulation was as close as possible to representing the physics of flow that 

included the above assumptions, and without the use of calibrated coefficients. 

This led Wiele and Smith (in press) to the development of a physically-based 

friction term to account for energy losses due to roughness elements in the flow, defined as 

P= u (6) 
u* 
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where u is average cross sectional velocity and u* is shear velocity. Shear ve

locity is defined as ('t/p)112 which, for uniform flow, can be expressed as (gRS)1/2. R is hy-

draulic radius and S is water surface slope. Furthermore, under uniform flow conditions, 

the water surface slope may be approximated by the bed slope. The kinematic wave as

sumption of the equality of the friction slope and the bed slope allows for the momentum 

equation to be written as 

(7) 

and for conservation of mass as 

where 8e/8x is the water surf ace slope due to the shape of the wave. From the 

scaling arguments described above, the first two terms in (7) are eliminated, the remaining 

equation solved for u* and multiplied by P and the cross sectional area to yield an expres

sion for the discharge as 

[ ( ae )]112 
Q=AP gR S-ax (9) 

Following the work of Lighthill and Whitham (1955), Wiele and Smith com

bined (8) and (9) by first defining a discharge 
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Qk= A~ (gRS) 1/2 (10) 

which is the discharge for a given stage if the additional slope induced by the 

discharge wave were ignored (a kinematic wave). Taking the ratio of (9) and (10) yields 

[ 

ah ]
1
12 

Q= Qk l-~ (11) 

where oh/ox replaces oe/ox because a single cross section is used within each 

subreach. Substituting (11) into (8) and applying the chain rule then yields 

0 (12) 

Wiele and Smith let (11) define the upstream boundary of each subreach and the 

downstream boundary condition to be approximated by a kinematic wave solution, using 

the following finite difference form of ( 12) 

h n + 1 = ( h n + M ( dQ k . h ( n + 1) JJ( l ~t dQ kJ 
n m Llx dA (m- l) + LlxdA (13) 

where n is the time index and m is the spatial index of the downstream point. 
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1.4 General Setting for the Current Study 

The present configuration of the model developed by Wiele and Smith solves a 

combined form of the continuity and momentum equations, using a reach averaging ap

proach to scale out nonlinear terms in the momentum equation. The authors of this model 

argue that averaging channel geometric and hydraulic characteristics over relatively long 

reaches is a valid approach to characterizing channel variability, largely because the dis

charge wave created by daily fluctuations in dam releases is typically on the order of tens 

of kilometers in length. This author also agrees with the validity of their assumption, given 

the rate of stage changes observed, the length of the discharge wave relative to spatial vari

ability of channel geometry and little observed variation in average velocity over large spa

tial scales and ranges of discharge as reported by Graf ( 1995). 

At first, Smith and Wiele (unpublished) divided the 225 river miles of interest 

into ten subreaches that coincided with the location and occurrence of hydraulic controls, 

such as rapids. However, the methods used in the present study for subreach characteriza

tion are different from those of Smith and Wiele (unpublished). The present scheme relies 

more heavily on the physical processes responsible for channel morphology, rather than the 

examination of derived measures, such as width to depth ratios, employed by Smith and 

Wiele. Both schemes are described and contrasted in more detail in sections 2.2 and 2.3 of 

this report. 

After dividing the river into subreaches, Smith and Wiele (unpublished) com

puted an average cross section for each subreach, along with relevant hydraulic parameters, 

derived from 199 measured sections roughly evenly spaced over the 225 miles (Wilson, 

1986). Model results were encouraging, but errors in the timing and shape of the discharge 

wave were unacceptable--above ten percent in some locations. Wiele and Smith (in press), 

in an attempt to improve modeling results, then decided to extend the idea of reach averag

ing further, by using one 225-mile reach, one average cross section and an average of chan-
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nel characteristics over this single reach. 

Presently, the flow model uses a single, average cross section derived from the 

199 sections measured by Wilson (1986). In addition, functional relationships were derived 

for key hydraulic parameters, such as hydraulic radius, top width, cross sectional area and 

a dimensionless friction coefficient, all as a function of flow depth, for this single cross sec

tion. This version of the model has yielded discharge estimates that are acceptably accurate 

in some locations, but still unacceptable in many others, with errors at least as large as in 

their original model. 
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The present work is an extension of previous efforts, particularly the approach 

and model developed by Wiele and Smith (in press). The concept of reach averaging is not 

abandoned, but is applied in moderation. Intuitively, a single cross section as defined by 

Wiele and Smith (in press) cannot hope to capture the large range of channel spatial vari

ability encountered over the region of interest. For the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, 

channel width may range from 20 to 100 meters or more, flow depth from fractions of a 

meter to 30 meters or more, bed slope from 0.0001 to 0.01 or much higher, especially near 

rapids, and bed materials range from sand to boulders. Also, the more detailed classifica

tion scheme developed by Smith and Wiele (unpublished) that identified many distinct sub

reaches did not yield flow routing results within a margin of error considered acceptable 

for sediment transport. For this work, it is presumed that an optimal classification and level 

of detail can be realized, somewhere between these two endmembers, that captures channel 

variability in such a way as to improve flow routing results. 

To that end, a method of subreach classification was developed based on local 

geology and regional geologic structure alone that yielded eight subreaches, the upstream 

and downstream boundaries of which are defined in terms of river miles downstream from 

Lee's Ferry. Then, an average cross section was computed, again based on those measured 

by Wilson (1986), and critical hydraulic parameters functionally related to flow depth for 

each of the eight subreaches. Each subreach was then treated as a separate module within 

the larger scheme of routing flow throughout the 225 mile reach of interest. The output 

from one reach became the input to the next downstream reach, and so on. Initial inputs 

were taken from recorded regularly varying releases from Glen Canyon Dam intended for 

research purposes conducted in the early 1990's, as well as normal operating flows repre

sentative of daily dam operations. The single, average cross section model developed by 
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Wiele and Smith (in press) and the modified version developed in this study were then al

lowed to route the same initial inputs to known points along the river where USGS stream 

gaging stations are located and the results from both compared to gaging station records to 

assess their relative prediction accuracy. The model has been coded in the C programming 

language and relevant modifications were made to copies of it by the present author as 

needed for this study. 

The method by which the eight subreaches are defined, detailed in section 2.3, 

differs from the methods employed by Smith and Wiele (unpublished), as mentioned be

fore. Although the upstream and downstream boundaries of these eight subreaches are sim

ilar in some instances to the ten subreaches of Smith and Wiele, they are presented here as 

more useful for flow modeling efforts because they are based on the most basic phenomena 

responsible for channel morphology. Smith and Wiele, in contrast, filtered the Wilson cross 

section data set with a fifteen-point running mean then constructed plots of top width, cross 

sectional area and average depth versus river mile. They discerned a "blocky structure" in 

the plots that defined "zones of approximately constant value" each corresponding to a 

"zone of characteristic geology" and defined their ten "morphologically similar subreach

es" based mostly on these relationships. 

Other subreach classification schemes have been employed in Colorado River 

flow modeling efforts and related studies (e.g. Lazenby, 1987; Schmidt and Graf, 1990). 

However, until this study, none of them has relied solely on the basic geology and geologic 

structure that is responsible for channel shape. This approach is presented here as yielding 

a more accurate hydraulic representation of the river channel because of its reliance on 

these more basic phenomena and may prove useful in other studies as well. 
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Few subreach classification schemes exist that are of use to the present effort of 

physically modeling the movement of discharge waves from Lee's Ferry to Diamond 

Creek. An important component for the success of this effort is a careful definition of sub

reaches based on geomorphic similarity, for the appropriate application of averaging chan

nel hydraulic and geometric characteristics. Most discharge modeling efforts before Wiele 

and Smith were constrained to particular reaches whose boundaries were set by the location 

of stream gaging stations, which were established without considering the geomorphic 

variability of the natural system. For example, Lazenby (1987) and Randle and Pemberton 

( 1987) chose to divide the river into five subreaches according to the location of USGS 

streamflow gaging stations, to suit their calibrated models. 

More recently, Schmidt and Graf (1990), in attempting to delineate the river's 

sediment resources, developed a scheme linked to the occurrence of specific types and sizes 

of alluvial deposits that yielded eleven subreaches. In developing this scheme, the authors 

examined bedrock geology at river level, the longitudinal distribution of channel top 

widths, width to depth ratios, bed slope and the location of tributaries. This scheme does 

take into account local geology and is valuable to sediment studies. Yet, the occurrence and 

location of alluvial deposits can be related back to the occurrence of rapids, debris flows, 

side tributaries and eventually to regional geology and geologic structure. Alluvial deposits 

are also strongly influenced by the river's discharge history, local stage variability and sus

pended sediment loads. The subreaches defined by Schmidt and Graf (1990) are similar to 

those developed within the present study, but differ due to a different approach taken for 

subreach delineation. It was the intent of this study to divide the river into subreaches based 

strictly on differing rock types and structural controls on their placement, which are be

lieved to be the most basic phenomena responsible for channel morphology. In addition, 
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the divisions were made without any biases that might have influenced their definition if 

flow modeling or sediment transport considerations were in mind, resulting in what is be

lieved to be a more general classification better suited for both efforts at once. 

Smith and Wiele (unpublished), in the original configuration of the present flow 

model, came up with ten "morphologically similar reaches". They acknowledge that vari

ability in these controls is the result of local variability in bedrock geology at river level. 

However, river level bedrock geology is only part of the overall picture. One must also con

sider downcutting of the river through a natural progression of geologic strata which has 

exposed sequences of rock types of variable susceptibility to mass wastage. These may ex

ist for many meters above the river and may differ greatly in composition from bedrock ge

ology at river level. In addition, it is the occurrence of these various rock types and 

sequences along the mainstem and in side tributaries that determines the frequency and ex

tent of control-forming debris flows (Webb, 1987). Also, the location of the tributaries 

themselves is a direct consequence of the relationships between rock type and local and re

gional geologic structure. Routing of flow through these subreaches yielded results in the 

original model (Smith and Wiele, unpublished) that Wiele and Smith (in press) were con

fident could be improved with the use of one continuous reach. As a means for classifica

tion, the method of Smith and Wiele (unpublished), as well as the scheme of Schmidt and 

Graf (1990), employs measures derivative of more basic geologic relationships than the 

scheme developed for this study. It was the intention here to simplify and improve the 

methods of classification by relying only on the fundamental geologic relationships that in

fluence channel morphology, rather than apply other measures. 

2.2.2 Development of the Present Classification 

A more general approach to subreach delineation was used for the present study 

than was used in previous studies. In order to be most useful over a wide range of modeling 
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efforts related to flow phenomena, a classification scheme must take into account the most 

basic phenomena responsible for channel morphology. These include local geologic vari

ability as well as the location and orientation of regional and local geologic structure. These 

are the basis of the most recent classification, developed within this study, which yielded 

eight carefully defined subreaches. 

As mentioned before, rock types and particular sequences of rock types account 

for most of the small to large scale wastage in the Grand Canyon. An example is weakening 

of the Hermit shale due to seepage and subsequent debris flows and rock falls from the 

overlying Coconino sandstone, Kaibab limestone or Red wall limestone (Webb, 1987). 

These may exist above river level and be of a very different type from bedrock at river level. 

At river level, one matter that is of importance is rock hardness which can be directly relat

ed to channel gradient, with steeper gradients associated with harder rocks. Consideration 

of the type and placement of these rock types and sequences are an important part of the 

present classification criteria. 

Additionally, regional geologic structure accounts for the division of the Colo

rado Plateau into several smaller plateaus. Several normal faults and fault systems associ

ated with the Basin and Range Province of the region cut across Grand Canyon, forming 

major divisions (figure 2--This is a stylistic representation of the Colorado Plateau in the 

Grand Canyon region, roughly between Lake Powell and Lake Mead, for illustrative pur

poses only). Consequently, rock types change abruptly at these major faults, and these 

faults exert control over rocks exposed in and near the main Colorado River channel as well 

as in tributaries. Schmidt and Graf (1990) and Howard and Dolan (1981) found that local 

geology is a strong influence on channel shape and that reaches with similar rock types 

have, on average, a similar channel shape as well. The major controlling faults can also be 

linked to general trends in regional slope, tied to variability of the movements of large 

crustal blocks. 
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Figure 2.1: Stylized cross section of the Colorado Plateau through Grand Canyon, 

showing major faults and plateaus 
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Regional and local structure, on the scale of tens of kilometers, control the lo

cation and size of tributaries and side canyons of the Colorado River in Grand Canyon. In 

turn, through mass wastage events and runoff, these side features contribute roughness el

ements to the mainstem over a broad size range, from boulders and cobbles to gravel and 

fine sand. These elements, then, determine hydraulic controls in the form of channel con

strictions in addition to acting as a source of sediment for the river. 

Taking into account spatial variability in regional geology and structure in the 

Grand Canyon region has resulted in a classification scheme tied to the basic surf ace fea

tures that control the broad-scale variability in Colorado River channel morphology. The 

general approach taken here has resulted in a subreach classification scheme closely allied 

with the natural system and based solely on the fundamental characteristics responsible for 

channel variability. 

2.3 Delineation and Description of Subreaches 

As mentioned in the previous section, the present classification is based on re

gional and local geologic and structural variability, which are the most basic phenomena 

responsible for channel shape. The approach for classification used in this study was to ex

amine regional and local geology and structure first as separate features influencing chan

nel variability, then to combine the conclusions of each separate examination into a single, 

coherent view of how the subreaches should be defined. 

Regional structure was the logical starting point for classification, as it deter

mines the relative placement of general rock types as well as the location of side canyons 

and tributaries. Once the major fault systems, particularly those large enough to cut across 

the canyon, were delineated by examining recent maps of the region, the next step was to 

examine local features (Huntoon, et.al. 1981, 1982, 1983, 1986). Local structure also may 

influence important controls on channel morphology through the movement of large 
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blocks, the placement of smaller side tributaries and by contributing to rock falls and slope 

failures through joints and fractures (Huntoon, 1989). These two steps amounted to divid

ing the region that contains the Colorado River through Grand Canyon into reaches bound

ed by those faults and fault systems exerting control over the placement of groups of similar 

rock types as well as the largest hydraulic controls, such as major side tributaries and rap

ids. 

Channel gradient, width, depth, the location of hydraulic controls and alluvial 

deposits are all closely related to local geologic variability, which was explored last (Elston 

and Billingsley, 1989 and Graf, et.al. 1989). Similar rock types and sequences of rock types 

exposed at and near river level which determine such properties as overall hardness and 

susceptibility to mass wastage were grouped together (Beus and Morales, 1990). For exam

ple, reaches comprised predominantly of fractured metamorphic rocks were grouped to

gether. The combination of considering regional and local structure, which mostly 

controlled reach length definition, along with local rock types resulted in a few basic sub

reach types and which ultimately yielded eight subreaches over the 225 river miles. 

The three most basic subreach types defined were Type (I) a wide, relatively 

shallow channel that is allowed to meander freely through sandy river deposits; Type (II) 

an intermediate to narrow, relatively deep channel with very few constrictions in fractured 

metamorphic or igneous rocks and Type (III) a channel of intermediate width and depth 

with tributary fan deposits and related constrictions formed from a combination of different 

rock types and structure (figure 2.2). With minor variations, these three types determined 

the general classification scheme, which appears below. The endpoints, at RM 0.0 and RM 

225.0 are arbitrary in the sense that they define the boundaries of the reach of the Colorado 

River of interest to modelers. Included is a brief description of the channel itself, the dom

inant rock types exposed at or near river level and the number of rapids within the subreach, 

which gives an informal measure of mass wastage, because rapids result most commonly 
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from channel constrictions formed by debris flows and rock falls. 

Type I: A A' 

'~ 7/ 
------

Type II 

:;ell:~ C C' 

'~-=// 
C' 

Figure 2.2: Basic subreach types 

1. RM 0.0 to 7.8 Lee's Ferry to Badger Creek 

Type I; wide, shallow channel in flat stretch; one riffle where Paria River enters 

the mainstem Colorado; Kaibab limestone, Coconino sandstone over Hermit shale. 

2. RM 7.8 to 43.3 Badger Creek to Eminence Fault system 

Type ID; somewhat narrower and deeper channel with tributary fan deposits; 20 

rapids; Esplanade sandstone over Hermit shale near RM 12, then into the Redwall lime- · 

stone and Muav limestone, leading to steeper walls and slopes. 

3. RM 43.3 to 65.4 Eminence Fault system to Palisades Fault 

Type I; wider valley sections, with a meandering channel; 6 rapids; includes the 

confluence of the Little Colorado and Colorado Rivers; Temple Butte limestone and Tonto 



Group (Muav limestone,Bright Angel shale,Tapeats sandstone). 

4. RM 65.4 to 76.0 Palisades Fault to Hance Fault 
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Type I; wide, shallow channel through sandy deposits; 4 rapids; Dox sandstone, 

sand, boulders, entering exposures of Hakatai shale and Bass limestone near river level. 

5. RM 76.0 to 115.5 Hance Fault to Monument Fold 

Type II; narrow, deep channel in fractured Precambrian metasedimentary and 

metavolcanic rocks; 30 rapids; Vishnu Group, Zoroaster plutonic complex, Trinity and 

Elves Chasm gneisses. 

6. RM 115.5 to 141.0 Monument Fold to Fishtail Fault 

Type ill; narrow reaches in varied rock types with some tributary deposits; 18 

rapids; Tapeats sandstone, Dox sandstone, Shinumo quartzite, Hakatai shale. 

7. RM 141.0 to 190.7 Fishtail Fault to Hurricane Fault zone 

Type II; narrow, deep channel of mostly uniform width with few tributaries; 15 

rapids; Zoroaster granite, Muav limestone. 

8. RM 190.7 to 225.0 Hurricane Fault zone to Diamond Creek 

Type I; wider, shallower channel leading into the head of Lake Mead; 15 rapids; 

Bright Angel shale, Toroweap sandstone near river level. 

This classification has resulted in eight subreaches based strictly on the funda

mental geologic phenomena responsible for variability in channel shape. These subreaches 

are similar in many instances to the subreaches defined by Schmidt and Graf ( 1990) and 

Smith and Wiele (unpublished). The essential difference is in the approach taken for sub

reach definition, based not on measures derivative of basic' geologic phenomena, but on the 

geologic phenomena themselves. The assertion is that this more basic definition will result 

in a more basic hydraulic representation of the river channel because it allows the natural 

system to completely define the subreach boundaries rather than employing measures 

thought to capture those differences, such as the spatial distribution of width to depth ratios, 
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top widths, cross sectional areas or other measures. That is, this classification strikes a bal

ance between regional channel geometric characteristics and local ones, and produces bet

ter results because features at this scale are large enough to influence the long discharge 

waves typical of the discharge patterns associated with daily dam releases. The measures 

employed in other classification schemes are useful, indeed the flow routing model used 

here requires them as inputs, but for the classification of subreaches, more basic relation

ships have been exploited in an attempt to gain a better representation of channel and hy

draulic variability. 

2.4 Characterization of Channel Variability 

The flow routing model used requires as inputs functional relationships for 

cross sectional area, hydraulic radius, top width and a dimensionless friction coefficient all 

as a function of depth of flow, measured from its deepest part in the average cross section. 

As stated previously, the concept of reach averaging is applied, where an average cross sec

tion is computed for each subreach and these functional relationships derived for that aver

age cross section. 

As in the original model, the 199 cross sections measured by Wilson (1986) 

were used to define these functional relationships. The initial plan for this study was to use 

all of the available measures of channel geometry, from various sources, in order to obtain 

the most accurate characterization of channel variability possible. However, this approach 

proved problematic for several reasons. One is that detailed measures of channel geometry 

exist for only a few, very short reaches (Graf, et. al., in press). Although many additional 

cross sections are readily available, they are located only in parts of two of the defined sub

reaches. Additional measures of channel geometry from bathymetric surveys conducted by 

the USGS are available, but again, cover limited stretches of river. The exclusion of these 

detailed data sets from the present study was based mostly on their limited spatial extent. 
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Their overall contribution to the determination of average channel characteristics was 

judged to be minimal, considering the length of the defined subreaches relative to the length 

of those reaches with detailed measures. 

2.4.1 Computation of Average Cross Sections 

The method of computing an average cross section for each subreach was sim

ilar to the method used by Smith and Wiele (unpublished), but with some minor differenc

es. For each defined subreach, an average cross section was computed, using the following 

method. Wilson (1986) conducted a sonar survey of bed materials in the Colorado River in 

Grand Canyon. As part of this work, 199 cross sections were established and a single mea

sure of bottom topography was made at each section using a sonfo depth sounder, at a near

ly constant discharge of about 792 m3/s (28,000 fi3/s). In describing the method of 

collection of these cross sections, Wilson defined them in terms of elevation above mean 

sea level which needed to be modified for this study. The data provided by the Wilson study 

were first converted from elevation to depth of flow by subtracting each cross stream value 

from the elevation of the water surf ace. Distance across the stream, hereafter designated as 

"x-values", were interpolated at one foot increments, using linear interpolation, and the av

erage of the two nearest depth values associated with them computed. The width of each 

section was then normalized by its total width to give x-values that ranged between O and 

1. All of the depth values for cross sections contained within a designated reach were then 

averaged at each x-value and the channel width restored by multiplying the x-values by the 

average width of the sections within a subreach. A high degree of variability in depth was 

evident between adjoining x-values which prompted the application of a ten-point running 

average to smooth out this variability somewhat. The endpoints, at depths of zero feet, cor

respond to the intersection of the water surface with the channel at the time of the Wilson 

measurements and were determined from an average of all relevant values within a sub-
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reach. One x-value was designated as zero, corresponding to the left bank viewed in a 

downstream direction, and the other at an x-value equal to the average channel width (Ap

pendix A: figures 3 through 10). 

This method is similar to that employed by Wiele and Smith (in press) however, 

they also averaged each cross section about its centerline, forcing a symmetrical cross sec

tional profile. That step was eliminated from this study in an effort to retain subreach chan

nel variability, rather than remove it. Additionally, the Colorado River is not commonly 

symmetric in profile, especially in Grand Canyon, and a centerline average would not result 

in an accurate characterization of the channel. Channel asymmetry in the subreaches is a 

feature of real geometric variability and may be an important factor in the computation of 

channel hydraulic characteristics, such as top width, hydraulic radius and cross sectional 

area, which has consequences in defining the functional relationships for these parameters 

and ultimately for flow routing results. 

2.4.2 Functional Relationships for Hydraulic Parameters 

As in the unmodified model, several key hydraulic parameters needed to be 

functionally related to flow depth for the current version. A computer program was written 

to compute cross sectional area, wetted perimeter, hydraulic radius and top width, given the 

depths and x-values for each average cross section. The Unix-based graphing package 

XMGR was then used to plot each of these parameters versus flow depth and to fit curves 

to each relationship, using standard linear regression techniques. 

No accurate field measures of water surface slope were available at the time of 

this study, except in relatively short reaches, and even for those, there were uncertainties in 

accuracy deemed high enough to preclude their use. However, reasonably accurate mea

sures of bed slope were available from previous studies (Randle and Pemberton, 1987; 

Schmidt and Graf, 1990; Graf, 1995). Because the flow model utilizes kinematic wave the-
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ory, the assumption was made that, under steady flow, bed slope and water surf ace slope 

are approximately equal and can be used to approximate the energy gradient. To obtain the 

slopes, values were taken from previously reported measurements (Schmidt and Graf, 

1990) and weighted by the river miles covering the current delineation of subreaches. 

One parameter to which the flow model is particularly sensitive, (explored in 

more detail in chapter five) is the dimensionless, stage-dependent friction coefficient, sim

ilar to a Chezy roughness coefficient and defined by Wiele and Smith (in press) as 

(14) 

where u is average velocity and u* is shear velocity. Shear velocity can be ex-

pressed as 

u. = Jf, (15) 

where tis boundary shear stress and p is density of water. Assuming steady, 

uniform flow conditions, Wiele and Smith expressed shear velocity in terms of measurable 

parameters _as 

(16) 

Where g is the gravitational constant, R is hydraulic radius and S is water sur

face slope. By substitution of (16) into (14), P can be expressed as a function of hydraulic 

radius. Using data measured during flow releases from Glen Canyon Dam, Wiele and 

Smith (in press) fitted a curve to values of P to yield a relationship applicable over a range 
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of flows from 142 m3/s (5,000 ft3/s) to 792 m3/s (28,000 ft3/s), expressed in S.I. units as 

(3 = - 5.234 + 4.935/n (R) (17) 

Equation (17) was initially used for the current study and applied to all sub

reaches. However, further improvements were expected in matching the amplitude and tim

ing of the discharge wave if a separate relationship for (3 was determined for the subreaches 

individually, extending the concept of reach averaging to all of the key parameters. Just as 

Wiele and Smith did for their single subreach and cross section, two values for (3 were com

puted for each subreach, based on empirical data collected at intermediate and high flows 

of 425 m3/s (15,000 ft'/s) and 792 m3/s (28,000 ft3/s), and a third value was determined for 

low flows, at225 m3/s (8,000 ft3/s), based on kinematic wave theory. A line was then fitted 

to all three points. 

For the high flow point, at 792 m3 /s (28,000 ft3 /s), average cross sectional ve

locity was determined from the continuity equation using discharge and cross sectional area 

computed from the averaged Wilson cross sections. Slope was taken from Schmidt and 

Graf ( 1990), who took their slope measurements from those computed by Randle and Pem

berton (1987) and hydraulic radius was computed from the averaged Wilson cross sections. 

The slope measurements for this study were weighted by river mile to match the current 

subreaches. For the intermediate flow point, at 425 m3/s (15,000 ft3/s), cross sectional ve

locity, as reported by Graf (1995) for subreaches based on the 11 defined by Schmidt and 

Graf ( 1990), was used. These values were weighted by river mile to match the current sub

reach delineation. Cross sectional area was computed from the Wilson cross sections and 

slope determined as described above. For the low flow point, at 225 m3 /s (8,000 ft3 /s), 

channel geometry and velocity have not been measured, so kinematic wave theory was ap

plied as in the Wiele and Smith model. That is, using the equation for the celerity of a fully 
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kinematic, nondeforming wave, 

C = ~Q (18) 
.M 

p can be determined in the following manner. Knowing the discharge and cross sectional 

area at 425 m3 /s and the value of c by tracking the arrival time of the discharge wave be

tween gaging stations, (18) was used to solve for cross sectional area at low flow. Then, the 

corresponding hydraulic radius was found through linear interpolation of tables constructed 

of the hydraulic parameters for each subreach. Average cross sectional velocity was com

puted from the continuity equation using a discharge of 225 m3 /s (8,000 ft3 /s), the area ob-

tained from the solution of ( 18) and the corresponding low flow values of cross sectional 

velocity and area used to compute a low flow P using ( 14) and ( 16). 

The result of these computations is three values of the friction coefficient--at 

low, intermediate and high flow--for each subreach. These values were plotted as a function 

of hydraulic radius and second-order polynomial fits made through the three points. Wiele 

and Smith (in press) found that P decreased rapidly with falling stage and expressed pas a 

function of the natural logarithm of hydraulic radius. The current study found p to be a 

nearly linear function of hydraulic radius over the range of flows being modeled. Table 1 

contains the relationships determined for these parameters, with hydraulic radius in meters, 

cross sectional area in square meters, top width in meters and p as a nondimensional quan

tity. These functional relationships are valid only for a range of discharges between 225 m3 / 

s (8,000 ft3 /s) and 792 m3 /s (28,000 ft3 /s). Also included in Table 1 is the minimum depth 

of flow, measured from the deepest part of the average cross section, for which these rela-

tionships are valid. 
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Table 1: Hydraulic parameter relationships used in model 

A=area(m2) R=hydraulic radius(m) b=top width(m) h=flow depth(m) 

SUBREACH 1 - valid for h ~ 2.19 m 

R = 0.749h - 0.331 

A = 2.950h2 + 44.029h - 27. 787 

b = -1.508h2 + 20.362h + 14.557 

p = 0.231R2 + 0.827R - 1.198 

SUBREACH 2 - valid for h ~ 8.84 m 

R = 0.65 lh - 0.035 

A= 2.047h2 + 27.713h - 14.401 

b = -0.392h2 + 8.408h + 16.537 

p = 3.890R2 -47.630R +145.170 

SUBREACH 3 -valid for h ~ 5.76 m 

R = 0.607h - 0.468 

A = 5.325h2 + 14.787h - 21.050 

b = -l.150h2 + 22.359h - 9.477 

p = -0.668R2 + 7.382R - 16.225 

SUBREACH 4 - valid for h ~ 3.90 m 

R = 0.711h - 0.466 

A= 5.771h2 + 36.755h - 31.557 

b = -2.803h2 + 34.880h - 3.882 

p = -0.190R2 + 2.598R - 4.959 
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Table 1: Hydraulic parameter relationships used in model 

A=area(m2) R=hydraulic radius(m) b=top width(m) h=flow depth(m) 

SUBREACH 5 - valid for h ~ 1.52 m 

R = 0.664h - 0.260 

A= 1.780h2 + 28.064h - 24.503 

b = -0.633h2 + 11.498h + 7.276 

p = -0.228R2 + 2.738R - 1.31 

SUBREACH 6 - valid for h ~ 6.76 m 

R = 0.614h - 0.365 

A= 2.302h2 + 18.210h - 21.371 

b = -0.564h2 + 11.538h + 0.111 

p = -0.321R2 + 4.673R - 13.083 

SUBREACH 7 - valid for h ~ 3.30 m 

R = 0.652h - 0.243 

A= 2.939h2 + 24.025h - 17.626 

b = -0.744h2 + 13.624h + 6.768 

p = -0.114R2 + 2.075R- 3.544 

SUBREACH 8 - valid for h ~ 4.32 m 

R = 0.626h - 0.607 

A= 3.767h2 + 22.488h - 37.372 

b = -1.097h2 + 21.037h - 11.846 

p = -0.382R2 + 4.233R - 7.185 
I 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Method for Model Comparisons 

The . goal of this study was to determine if there was an appropriate scale of 

channel geometric variability that would improve the accuracy of the Wiele and Smith flow 

model and to compare the performance of the model developed in this study versus that of 

Wiele and Smith (in press). Theirs is one in which channel variability has been nearly com

pletely removed and the one for this study attempts to account for this variability, using the 

best available data. Several measures were employed to characterize model performance 

under these conditions and to evaluate the nature of any improvements. 

Two relevant measures are the differences in phase and amplitude between dis

charge waves recorded by a stream gaging station versus those predicted by the flow rout

ing model. These account for differences in arrival time and magnitude of peak and trough 

discharges. In addition, the discharge wave is known to spread out as it moves downstream 

and a further measure of model performance is how well it predicts the shape of the wave. 

This is perhaps best and most easily captured by the time rate of change of discharge be

tween peak and trough discharges, essentially the slope of the line between peak and trough 

on a discharge hydrograph (figure 3.1). 

These measures were computed for the gaging station records, (which record 

stage and compute discharge from stage-discharge relations), the Wiele and Smith flow 

model results and the results of the model with included channel variability, for three sep

arate flow periods and for the first complete wave recorded at the gaging station during the 

flow period of interest. The period from January 28, 1991 to February 7, 1991, termed "re

search flow B "; the period from April 1, 1993 to April 7, 1993 ("flow 1 ") and the period 

from July 1, 1994 to July 6, 1994 ("flow 2") were used for these purposes. These periods 

were chosen on the basis of available and most complete USGS stream gaging station 

records at specific locations. The USGS gaging station names appear in Table 2. 
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Figure 3.1: Measures used to compare model results 
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Table 2: USGS gaging stations used for comparisons 

Gaging station USGS no. 

Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona 09380000 

Colorado River above the Little Colorado River, near 09402300 

Desert View 

Colorado River near Grand Canyon, Arizona 09402500 

Colorado River at National Canyon near Supai, Arizona 09404120 

Colorado River above Diamond Creek near Peach 09404200 

Springs, Arizona 

3.2 Comparison of Model Results 

The results of comparisons made as described in the previous section have been 

summarized (Table 3 ). "Gage", "W & S" and "new" refer to the gaging station records, re

sults of the Wiele and Smith model and results of the model version constructed for this 

study, respectively. As mentioned above, comparisons were made for the first full wave to 

arrive at a location during each flow period. The rows labeled "change" are meant to ex-

press the results of the model from this study and those from the Wiele and Smith model, 

relative to the gaging station records. Positive numbers in Table 3 for change represent im

provement over the original model, negative numbers reflect decline in performance, in ei-

ther absolute terms or percent, as appropriate. 
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Table 3: Summary of model comparisons 

average average 
trough to peak time, peak to trough time, 

time di sch. 
diff., in cliff, 

in hours and in hours and 

hours in m3/s 
percent difference percent difference 

RESEARCHFLOWB, 1/28/1991 T02/7/1991 

Colorado River above the Little Colorado River, RM 61 

gage - - 13.2 - 10.48 -

W&S -2.1 -2.7 16.01 21.3 10.35 1.2 

new -0.3 -1.6 15.32 16.1 9.91 5.4 

change +1.8 +1.1 - +5.2% - -4.2% 

Colorado River near Grand Canyon, RM 87 

gage - - 13.16 - 9.32 -

W&S -1.1 -0.97 15.11 14.8 9.58 2.8 

new +0.2 -0.77 14.36 9.1 9.43 1.2 

change +0.9 +0.2 - +5.7% - +1.6% 

Colorado River near Diamond Creek, RM 225 

gage - - 10.68 - 7.56 

W&S +1.7 -16.9 10.37 2.9 6.66 11.9 

new +5.0 -15.8 8.53 20.1 5.95 21.3 

change -3.3 +1.1 - -17.2% - -9.4% 

FLOW 1, 4/1/1993 TO 4/7/1993 

Colorado River above the Little Colorado River, RM 61 

gage - - 9.32 - 8.04 -

W&S -1.5 -3.7 10.04 7.7 9.23 14.8 

new -0.23 -3.2 9.33 0.11 8.99 11.8 

change +0.3 +0.5 - +7.6% - +3.0% 
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Table 3: Summary of model comparisons 

average average 
trough to peak time, peak to trough time, 

time di sch. 
diff., in diff, 

in hours and in hours and 

hours in m3/s 
percent difference percent difference 

Colorado River near Grand Canyon, RM 87 

gage - - 9.22 - 7.6 -

W&S -0.4 -9.2 10.33 12.0 8.13 7.0 

new +0.83 -8.9 10.18 10.4 7.97 4.9 

change -0.43 +0.3 - +1.6% - +2.1% 

Colorado River at National Canyon, RM 166 

gage - - 8.67 - 6.43 

W&S +2.7 -6.6 10.17 17.3 6.23 3.1 

new +4.8 -4.6 9.5 9.6 6.66 3.6 

change -2.1 +2.0 - +7.7% - -0.5% 

Colorado River near Diamond Creek, RM 225 

gage - - 8.31 - 6.26 -

W&S +4.3 -5.6 9.10 9.5 5.37 14.2 

new +11.6 +2.4 7.70 7.3 3.88 38.0 

change -7.3 +3.2 - +2.2% - -23.8% 

FLOW 2, 7/1/1994 TO 7/6/1994 

Colorado River above the Little Colorado River, RM 61 

gage - - 13.2 - 10.48 -

W&S -2.1 -2.7 16.01 21.3 10.35 1.2 

new -0.3 -1.6 15.32 16.1 9.91 5.4 

change +1.8 +1.1 - +5.2% - -4.2% 

Colorado River near Grand Canyon, RM 87 

gage - - 13.16 - 9.32 -
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Table 3: Summary of model comparisons 

average average trough to peak time, peak to trough time, 
time di sch. 

diff., in diff, 
in hours and in hours and 

hours in m3/s 
percent difference percent difference 

W&S -1.1 -0.97 15.11 14.8 9.58 2.8 

new +0.2 -0.77 14.36 9.1 9.43 1.2 

change +0.9 +0.2 - +5.7% - +1.6% 

Colorado River near Diamond Creek, RM 225 

gage - - 10.68 - 7.56 -

W&S +1.7 -16.9 10.37 2.9 6.66 11.9 

new +5.0 -15.8 8.53 20.1 5.95 21.3 

change -3.3 +1.1 - -17.2% - -9.4% 

note: National gage inoperative during period of Flow 2. 

Figures 11 through 20 in Appendix B display graphically the results of model 

comparisons with gage records. 

3.3 Evaluation of Differences in Model Results 

The present study was undertaken with the premise that accounting for the spa

tial variability in river channel morphology at an appropriate scale would improve the pre

dictive accuracy of the Wiele and Smith flow routing model. With this in mind, the concept 

of averaging critical geometric and hydraulic parameters was applied to eight subreaches 

defined on the basis of regional geology and structure. Out of 31 comparisons in three cat

egories (timing, discharge and wave shape), the version of the model developed for this 

study showed improvements over the Wiele and Smith model 19 times, a decline in perfor-

mance 9 times and split performance 3 times (Table 3). The average improvement in timing 

of the discharge wave was slightly better than 1.5 hours; in discharge, 1.2 m3/s (43 ft3/s); 
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and in wave shape, 4.1 % for the rising limb and 5.2% for the falling limb. However, includ

ing all comparisons, including those showing both degraded and improved performance, 

the average difference in timing was -1.1 hours; in discharge 1.2 m3/s (43 ft3/s); and in 

wave shape, 0.65% for the rising limb and -4.3% for the falling limb. Clearly, consistent 

improvements under these varying flow regimes were not found and the reasons underlying 

such results warrant further examination, which are explored in the later chapters of this 

report. 

One item of note, more evident in the comparison plots than in Table 3, is that 

the model employed in this study is susceptible to an accumulation of errors in timing and 

discharge. This is inherent in models of this type, where upstream outputs are used as inputs 

for the next downstream subreach. It is a problem that plagues calibrated models as well, 

such as SSARR used by Lazenby (1987), and Randle and Pemberton (1987). However, 

with adequate characterization of the most influential parameters, most notably the friction 

coefficient ~' these errors may be able to be reduced. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Discussion of Model Results 

The first part of this study, in which the river was classified into subreaches of 

geomorphic similarity based on geologic and structural controls, is presented as an im

provement over previous efforts directed specifically toward flow modeling. Its simple de

pendence on the most basic channel forming phenomena is considered preferable here to 

other schemes tied to more derivative characteristics and is presented as a methodology 

suitable as a starting point for similar studies. In addition, averaging of channel spatial and 

hydraulic parameters over subreaches defined at an appropriate scale is demonstrated to be 

a useful tool for characterizing channel variability. 

Significant improvements to the Wiele and Smith flow model, in terms of the 

phase and magnitude of discharge waves, were not evident from the present work. Slight 

improvements were made in peak discharge and rising limb predictions, though, through 

the inclusion of variability in channel morphology and hydraulic characteristics into the 

model. These improvements should ultimately result in improvements in the accuracy of 

sediment transport modeling, which is the final application of the flow routing model. 

Burkham (1987) found that coupling SSARR with STARS amounted to a magnification of 

the errors in flow routing to a four-fold increase in sediment transport prediction errors. Al

though USGS researchers are not employing the same equations as Randle and Pemberton 

( 1987) for sediment transport, a similar magnification of errors using previous flow models 

has driven the need for more accurate modeling of discharge waves. With this in mind, 

slight improvements in flow routing should result in more than slight improvements in sed

iment transport modeling results. 

Yet, the question as to how the flow model might still be improved remains. 

There are a number of factors that would contribute to further refinements, starting with an 

increase in the quantity and quality of field measures. The most notable measures include 
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water surface slope and channel geometry. From these, better estimates of the energy gra

dient and the friction coefficient, J3, might be determined. The friction coefficient is the pa

rameter to which the flow model is most sensitive. At the same time, it is the most 

inadequately characterized. Its role in any improvements is paramount and should be re

flected in the intensity of both field and research efforts. The results of this study suggest 

that variations in channel geometry do not appear to be as significant for flow routing as 

the relationship between the friction coefficient and stage in differing channel geometries. 

Furthermore, the inadequacy in characterizing this relationship accurately has hampered 

efforts to improve flow routing results significantly. An understanding of the importance 

of these efforts, including the effects of P on the current flow model, needs to be examined 

more closely. 



5. A CLOSER LOOK AT THE FRICTION COEFFICIENT 

5 .1 Effects of P on Flow Modeling 
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The one parameter that discharge, wave arrival time and wave shape are most 

sensitive to above all other variables in the flow model is the friction coefficient, p. It is 

also the parameter about which the least information is available in terms of field measures 

for that reach of the Colorado River being modeled. This means that the most crucial vari

able has been determined with the least amount of accuracy and precision. A sensitivity 

study between values of P and the results of flow modeling for both the Wiele and Smith 

model and the version used in this study was conducted by this author, prior to the present 

study, and revealed large differences in discharge predictions with only fractional changes 

top. The effects were especially evident in the arrival times of both peak and trough dis

charges. In contrast, changes in slope and hydraulic radius over several orders of magnitude 

resulted in only minor differences in both phase and amplitude of discharge waves for both 

models. The difficulty in adequately characterizing P for each subreach is believed to be 

the single most important contributor to a lack of consistent, significant improvements. 

Of particular note is the use of the equation describing the celerity of a fully ki

nematic, nondeforming wave ( equation 17) in order to obtain an estimate of P at low flow. 

Use of this equation leads to higher values of P than would be computed using empirical 

measures of velocity. To verify these results, this author conducted an additional study. 

Channel geometry was measured for the fifteen mile reach of the Colorado Riv

er between Glen Canyon Dam and Lee's Ferry by the Bureau of Reclamation Sedimenta

tion Section (Strand, written communication) in 1983 and again in 1990. After dam closure 

in 1963, the channel bed in this reach scoured rapidly and has exhibited almost no change 

in elevation since reaching its present near-steady state. Reach-averaged velocities were 

also measured in this reach by Graf (1995). The same methods were used for computing an 

average cross section and related hydraulic parameters as for the main study of this report. 
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· Equations 13 and 15 were used to compute values for f3 at a discharge of 425m3/s (15,000 

ft3/s), substituting the velocity measured by Graf (1995) for u in equation 13. Then, f3 was 

computed by the same methods described before, using the wave celerity equation. Use of 

the wave celerity equation resulted in a value of f3 nearly 100% higher than that computed 

using measured reach velocity. Use of the wave celerity equation is also susceptible to er

rors in stream gaging station records and the use of stage-discharge relations, as those 

records are used for determining wave celerity. In turn, using a f3 computed from this equa

tion instructs the flow model to route the discharge wave at a higher rate of speed than it 

actually possesses because f3 is directly proportional to average cross sectional velocity. 

In addition, from the comparison plots (Appendix B, figures 11 through 20), it 

is evident that the single relationship for f3 used by Wiele and Smith (in press) does not ad

equately characterize f3. This is shown by the early wave arrival times it consistently pre

dicts. Some improvement was exhibited through the use of differing subreach geometries 

and corresponding computations of f3 for each subreach in the version used in this study, 

but the failure of the current model in consistently matching the amplitude and timing of 

discharge waves was still apparent. Some of these inconsistencies may be explained by the 

fact that part of the curve fitted to values of f3 lies between a low flow f3, determined through 

the wave celerity relationship, and an intermediate f3, computed from empirical data. It is 

in this range of discharge that most of the flow modeling has been done, that is, in the range 

where the friction coefficient is characterized with the greatest uncertainty. This further 

shows the sensitivity of the model to the effects of f3. 

This shortcoming in characterizing f3 is expected to improve with more detailed 

field measures of velocity, stage changes, and the distribution of bed materials, especially 

in the range of flows from 140 m3/s (5,000 ft3/s) to 280 m3/s (10,000 ft3/s). This would 

eliminate the need to use the wave celerity equation for estimates of the friction coefficient 

at low flows and should improve flow routing results accordingly. 
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5.2 Comparing p to Manning's Friction Coefficient, n 

The Manning equation has been used with much success for decades for de-

scribing the relationship between discharge, channel geometry and cross sectional velocity. 

In addition, it contains a term, the Manning coefficient, n, that is used to represent the vary-

ing effects of friction on the flow with changing stage. Physically, n is meant to capture the 

effects of increasing roughness with falling stage contributed by channel materials. These 

changes in roughness are also responsible for changes in energy losses as the depth of flow 

varies. Manning's n can be expressed as 

n = 
(R213) s112 

V 
(19) 

The friction coefficient P used in this study is designed to capture the effects of 

energy losses contributed by rough~~ss elements in the flow. Unlike the Manning coeffi

cient, Pis directly proportional to cross sectional velocity, akin to a Chezy friction coeffi

cient. In addition, P is nondimensional. In terms of cross sectional velocity, p can be 

expressed as 

u 
P= (gRS) 1/2 (20) 

Manning's coefficient can then be expressed as a function of p as 

Rl/6 
n = 

pgl/2 
(21) 
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Clearly, n and p are inversely related such that P increases with cross sectional 

velocity, whereas n decreases. If they are related and Manning's coefficient has been used 

with such great success over the years, one might wonder why P was created and used in 

the present flow model. Again, the importance of adequately characterizing the energy 

losses due to the varying effects of roughness elements in the flow spurred its development. 

Typical n values for open channels with high relative roughness often are taken 

to be in the range of 0.025 to 0.040. Simple calculations with Manning's equation for the 

typical flow ranges being modeled here results inn values larger than might be expected, 

in the range of 0.080 to as high as 0.50. The channel of the Colorado River in Grand Canyon 

is characterized by a high relative roughness, due to the presence of large blocks and boul

ders that exert great influence over the flow. These large roughness elements commonly 

form the rapids for which the river is famous in this region. The rapids are the location of 

strong hydraulic controls on the flow, characterized by steep channel gradients, a high de

gree of turbulence and, most importantly, high energy losses. 

Manning's n (and the Chezy coefficient, C) were developed and refined from 

empirical studies of flow in closed conduits and open channels with little analytical foun

dation (Rouse, 1938). P was specifically developed based on the physics of flow in a chan

nel of high relative roughness. The use of a single Manning's n for this river system has 

been shown to be inadequate for characterizing the high energy losses encountered, espe

cially in rapids (Wiele and Smith, 1995). 

Wiele and Smith (in press) explored using a Manning's roughness coefficient 

in their model versus p. With a constant value of the Manning's coefficient computed to be 

0.15 at a discharge of 425 m3/s, the calculated arrival time of the discharge wave for re

search flow B at Diamond Creek (RM 225) exceeded the time recorded at the stream gage 

by 40.1 hours. They also found that the amplitude of the discharge wave was lowered con

siderably, with simultaneous higher trough and lower peak discharges. Clearly, their results 
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show that using a single value of Manning's coefficient results in degraded model perfor

mance and inadequately characterizes total roughness over a wide range of stage changes. 

Further improvements to this model, then, must rely on better representations of physically

based friction parameters like f3 that are allowed to vary freely with stage and that better 

represent the effects of changing roughness on the physics of flow with changes in stage. 
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6. ADDENDA 

6.1 Economic Considerations 

An important application of the knowledge gained from this study is in the area 

of the economics of data collection. In an age of reduced funding for basic scientific re

search, project managers are increasingly being called upon to optimize returns on expen

ditures. This is no more keenly felt than in the area of field data collection, where costs can 

become prohibitive in remote areas, such as in Grand Canyon. It is rarely feasible to collect 

field data in sufficient detail to satisfy research needs completely and some criteria must be 

available to guide budget decisions. 

The present study, apart from its scientific contributions, should serve as an aid 

in these decisions for similar studies. It is clear that, even for a river system with a high de

gree of channel variability like the Colorado River through Grand Canyon, averaging of 

channel geometry over long reaches using rather sparse field measures is adequate for ac

curate reach length flow modeling. It has been shown here that large increases in the level 

of detail incorporated into flow models of this type may not be necessary given the incre

mental gains realized in prediction accuracy. Thus, a manager may choose to spend in areas 

apart from data collection with greater confidence in the optimization of available funds. 

However, detailed measures may be necessary given the problem under study. 

Small changes in variables like the friction coefficient p have been shown to effect drastic 

changes in modeling results and thus warrant careful and detailed characterization through 

adequately detailed field measures. For example, although this study has shown increases 

in geometric detail to minimally affect discharge predictions, the gains may be important 

to the understanding of sediment transport in selected reaches. These studies have been en

hanced by an increased knowledge of the variability of the friction coefficient in classified 

subreaches versus a single reach. While this study emphasizes the fact that accurate flow 

routing can be accomplished with data gathered on rather coarse spatial scales, it also 
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shows that finer spatial scales are needed to adequately characterize other important vari

ables. Ultimately, though, there is no replacement for careful problem definition coupled 

with a detailed strategy for data collection to satisfy both economic constraints and scien

tific inquiry. 

6.2 Future Work 

As mentioned above, perhaps the most needed information surrounds an ade

quate characterization of the friction coefficient. This requires more detailed and accurate 

measures of water surface slope, channel geometry, average cross sectional velocity and 

the nature of bed materials over a wide range of discharge. With this information in hand, 

the goal of managing this important reach of the Colorado River would be better served as 

more accurate and reliable models could be developed to assess a wider range of manage

ment options. 
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APPENDIX A: PLOTS OF AVERAGE CROSS SECTIONS 
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APPENDIX B: COMPARISON PLOTS OF MODEL RESULTS 
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